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Service shorts Service, navy blue / black, Clothing size DE: 48

Order data

Order number 091053 48

GTIN 4067263516842

Item class 01B

Description

Version:
New GARANT service collection of elastic mixed fabric with XLANCE® stretch proportion for
high flexibility. Modern cut and sporty design. Long-lasting pleasant wearing sensation due to
4-way stretch inserts of COOLMAX® material in places with increased stress on stretching
and increased sweat formation. Pleasant feel for wearing all day long. Particularly light due
to the combination of high-quality materials “made in Europe”. Long working life due to
enclosed YKK® zip fasteners. Suitable for industrial washing according to EN ISO 15797. Colour-
fast, keeps its shape. Suitable for all applications with high movement requirements, e.g. for
maintenance work.
Lightweight GARANT service shorts made of elastic mixed fabric with XLANCE® stretch fibre
for high flexibility. Modern cut and sporty design. Long-lasting pleasant wearing sensation due
to 4-way stretch inserts made of COOLMAX® material in places subject to increased stretching
and perspiration. Pleasant feel for wearing all day long. Particularly light due to the combination
of high-quality materials “made in Europe”. Long working life due to enclosed YKK® zip
fasteners. Suitable for industrial washing according to EN ISO 15797. Colour-fast, keeps its
shape. Suitable for all applications with high movement requirements, e.g. for maintenance
work. 
· Raised back waistband made of stretch material.
· Two back pockets.
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· Pen and ruler pocket.
· Zip pocket and mobile phone pocket.

Technical description

Clothing size DE 48

Gender Gentlemen’s

Fabric composition 4% elastolefin

Fabric composition 32% cotton

Fabric composition 64% polyester

Material weight / fabric density 220 g/m2

Clothing standard Oeko-Tex Standard 100

Washing 60 °C coloureds

Washing Suitable for industrial washing

Colour navy blue / black

Type of product Work trousers
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